
Italian
Pride

2 Take a measure of design flair, a pinch of business acumen, mixed 

with a huge serving of homegrown Italian enthusiasm and see how

ordinary objects become extraordinary ideas. QP heads in search of

the source of Guliano Mazzuoli’s inspiration and is only partly

surprised to discover it in the garage.

Maria Doulton
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With the Contagiri, the
crown has been replaced by
a lunette that can be
rotated when a “gear stick”
lever is pressed. In one
position the lever will swap
the Mazzuoli logo on the
dial with a number 1,
allowing the watch to be
wound. In a second position
the number 2 will appear
enabling the watch to be
set. The watch took its
design inspiration from the
rev counter of the classic
Alfa Romeo Giulia Sprint GT
coupe and is available in
white gold and carbon fibre
in a limited edition of 365
pieces or stainless steel in
an edition of 999. 

Pedalling my bicycle through Hyde Park to see

Giuliano Mazzuoli, the Florentine owner of the

eponymous fledgling Italian watch brand, I was

mulling over how to approach the interview.

Dodging terriers and toddlers, I was chewing over

how to phrase my key question to this hot-blooded

hobby racing car driver, fond of gesticulating and

passionate statements.

Phrasing the question
The brand Giuliano Mazzuoli, better known for

producing high-end stationery and pens, launched

its first watch in 2004, and since then, a fair bit

has already been written about the eye-catching

Manometro and Contagiri watches. But I wanted to

get the bottom of the question nagging me. It

would be easy to chat about his cars, his watches

or latest olive harvest, but what I really wanted to

know was how Mazzuoli – without having either

the prestige of big name backer or Swiss

horological credentials – was going to ensure that

his brand was not merely a stylish flash in the pan

but a serious watch venture with substance?

A touchy question, but one I felt needed to be

asked. And the best way, I decided by the time I

left the park, was to ask about his plans for the

future of the brand.

I first met Mazzuoli at the launch of his brand in

London a few years ago. He turned up to the

swanky London dinner excitedly clutching a 
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so far, the Mazzuoli concept, like his olive
oil, is unique and free of gimmicks

Giuliano Mazzuoli Moka fountain pen
in the shape of Alfonso Bialetti’s
1930s iconic coffee machine

bottle of olive oil he had just pressed and a loaf 

of bread from his hometown to share with us

urbane Londoners.

In my mind there is no doubt that, so far, the

Mazzuoli concept, like his olive oil, is unique and

free of gimmicks. The company, consisting of 12

employees including Mazzuoli, his wife and two

sons, is based in the ancient sleepy town of

Tavarnelle Val di Pesa in the province of Florence.

They all work within the sound of the bells 

of the centuries old clock tower built by 

Mazzuoli’s ancestors.

To date Giuliano Mazzuoli has two main watch

families: the Manometro (from £1,950) with its

distinctive crown at 2 o’clock and the mechanically

advanced Contagiri (£13,500) that has neither a

crown nor a minute hand. Production is estimated

at around 2,000 watches a year for 2008.

Something unexpected
Mazzuoli doesn’t call himself a designer but a man

who got lucky with a knack for turning everyday

objects into something unexpected. Far from the

corporate world of the marketing team’s mood

boards and trend predictions, the watches were

born of Mazzuoli’s careful observation and

appreciation of the mundane objects that surround

him. The objects he touches and uses every day,

the tools he relies on to look after his collection of

7 GTA Alfa Romeos from the 1970’s.

The clean, utilitarian lines of the Manometro are

based on a humble tyre pressure gauge, one of the

many instruments and tools found in Mazzuoli’s

workshop. To its credit, the Manometro has a perfectly

decent adapted ETA 2824 automatic movement. 

The Contagiri, based on an Alfa Romeo rev. counter

has two different models. Both read the hour off a

horseshoe shaped counter reminiscent of a

dashboard instrument and neither of them has a

minute hand. There is no crown so the time is set

and the watch is wound via the bezel using a

gearing system activated by a lever in the side of

the case. The movement was developed and

created in Switzerland with the help of the much-

respected Swiss watchmaker, Alberto Papi.

All are finished to a high standard, a trait that

Mazzuoli has brought through from his main

business: the family stationery and leather 

goods company, along with the designing and

manufacturing of pens. To use one of his Moka pens,

shaped like the iconic expresso coffee pot, is a

tactile pleasure, a quality shared with his watches.

And Mazzuoli does not look like a Swiss watch CEO.

At our London meeting, the stubble-headed fifty and

a bit year old, is wearing skinny black jeans, trainers

sprayed with designer grafitti and a close fitting

black polo neck. On his wrist is a brushed, golden

coloured, titanium Manometro chronograph. He has

the rough, chapped hands of a man who spent his

fair share of time in a workshop, a guttural Florentine

accent and a raw unpretentiousness. Prior to creating

his own watches, Mazzuoli favoured a Swatch.
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Here for the long haul 
My first question to Mazzuoli, after he has come in from

a quick cigarette break, had to be why he considers his

brand more than a fly by night venture, gulp. He smiles

as if I had asked him the time of day and has an answer

straight away:

“Because I am more interested in being famous for my

designs than making money. I never followed short term

success and for me to make an Italian watch is a dream.”

Perhaps I was not the first to ask him this question.

In fact, it was the very same question that the first

retailers asked him. With his first watch in hand, he

approached 10 Italian retailers and five took him on

straight away. One of them is Pisa, the famous

Milanese retailer who warned Mazzuoli that he was not

touching his watches if the Manometro was another

flash in the pan.

Mazzuoli convinced the retailer and from there it was

downhill, or as Mazzuoli puts it: “A coming together of

fortunate events.” The prestigious Singapore

boutique Sincere took on the brand and word spread

to the point that today the brand is in 27 countries.

Cellini, New York’s luxury watch boutique took three

years to be convinced. Apparently it was a little red

rubber ring that won over the buyers.  

“I decided to put a red rubber ring around the crown of

the Manometro 5. It was a small worthless piece of

rubber on a €4,000 watch, but it is the detail that made

the watch. I had to make 20,000 of these red rings.” It

is this thinking, so different from the rigorous Helvetian

approach, which convinced Cellini that Mazzuoli had the

stamp of Italian design genius.

An Italian zeitgeist
But why did Mazzuoli come to design watches when he

already had a stationery and pen business ticking over

and enough boys toys to keep him tinkering from here to

a happy retirement? “In the 1990’s when Panerai was

beginning to expand, there was a trend for Italian

objects inspired by old-fashioned instruments. I thought

to myself that I really should try and do something like

this. But going through watch magazines for inspiration

was hopeless as I would only end up copying the others

Right and Bottom Right: Giuliano Mazzuoli and his family. Below Right: The Manometro
Chronograph has two subdials at 2 o’clock and 8 o’clock, this position creates a diagonal

line between the crown, subdials and the lower chronograph button. The movement is an
automatic Dubois-Dépraz 2030 Luxe. 
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his unfettered enthusiasm
has turned the ordinary
into the extraordinary

and this is not how I work,” states Mazzuoli, “Anything

that I design, be it a pen or a diary, is always based on

how I wanted it to be, not how I think people would like

it to be. So after an initial attempt I gave up on the idea

of a watch.  

Then one day about ten years later, I looked at the

pressure gauge in my workshop and within 24 hours I

had my first prototype.”

Prototype is a big word for the plastic cased, cardboard

dial watch Mazzuoli and a neighbour knocked up in the

workshop. But it was the start and Mazzuoli did a bit of

home grown market research. He wore the prototype,

with the hands set at two o’clock for several months

and gauged people’s reaction. So favourable was the

feed back that he roped in his two sons and started

producing the first models.

Having convinced the retailers that he was the real deal,

Mazzuoli needed to put work into developing the range.

Again fortune smiled on Mazzuoli. Racing pit buddy,

Lapo Elkan, who is head of marketing at the Fiat Group
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(Above) Manometro S 
has a case made from 
40 layers of carbon fibre
and uses an automatic
ETA 2428/2 movement
with a shockproof system,
Incabloc and Côtes de
Genève decoration. 

(Right) The movement 
for the Contagiri was
designed and created by
the Swiss watchmaker,
Alberto Papi.

Further information: www.giulianomazzuoli.com

(that includes Alfa Romeo, Maserati and others), asked

him to design a watch for the Alfa Romeo. Mazzuoli

remarked to Elkan:  

“This is not easy, I want to do more than change a dial.

I want to make something specific. I will need some

time.” Leaving Elkan’s office he looked at the rev

counter on his Alfa Romeo and in ten minutes called

Elkan back to say he had found the answer.

Since then Mazzuoli has created a special watch for Paul

Newman’s charity and toured the world hosting events

with those vital ingredients for any Italian party worth

being seen at: red carpet, VIPS, fast cars and big

watches. Mazzuoli is working on his communications

strategy and has commissioned an ad campaign shot by

Oliviero Toscani, the photographer of Benetton poster

fame.

With the brand ticking all the boxes from design,

mechanical innovation to quality of production,

distribution and communication, it looks like this small

Italian house can establish itself as a serious niche

micro-brand. Whether it will ever rival the mighty

Panerai remains to be seen, but what is clear is that

Giuliano Mazzuoli, graffiti sneakers and all, is a breath

of fresh air and his unfettered enthusiasm has turned

the ordinary into the extraordinary. 8
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